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Abstract—Through the safety analysis of SSL operation in the
current flow of online payment, the defect of identity
authentication of SSL protocol in the application of
e-commerce is identified and an improved protocol strategy is
proposed. The online payment model is improved based on the
improved SSL protocol and the online payment flow is shown
within the improved model. LoadRunner is applied for
simulation comparison to prove the improved SSL protocol
could run normally with non-repudiation.
Figure 1. Basic topological structure
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, along with the continual development of
computer network technology, e-commerce application has
been greatly advanced. However, various information safety
problems occur repeatedly along with it and the safety
problem concerning online payment is one of them.
At present, the safety protocols for online payment
mainly include Secure Sockets Layer protocol. Although it
can provide many functions of identity authentication, data
security and information integrity in electronic payment,
SSL protocol has many limits in which the chief one is SSL
protocol has no function of digital signature without
non-repudiation. For this defect the thesis provides
improvement strategy and carries out software simulation
comparison to prove that improved protocol could run
normally with non-repudiation.

Figure 2. Traditional SSL-based model

Fig.2 shows a traditional SSL protocol-based online
payment flow: 1.the client applies for online bank account
and download certificate; 2.the client visits merchant’s
website, browses related goods, fills in purchasing order
information and sends to merchant and meanwhile verifies
merchant’s identity; 3. after receiving the order merchant
replies to the client, the browser at client’s end pops up
prompt to establish a new page of safety connection with the
selected bank. Then the client end is going to link with bank
server and SSL protocol mechanism is involved. The client
end will automatically verify the digital certificate of bank
server and SSL handshake protocol is completed and a
safety channel is established between the two sides; 4. the
client fills in payment information in the payment webpage
of bank and the page will show the corresponding order and
payment amount information from the merchant for
affirmation. After the payment, the client will confirm and
end safety SSL connection; 5. the bank carries out fund
settlement in backstage with merchant’s opening bank and
shift related fund to merchant’s account and send successful
payment information to the merchant[1,3]; 6. after receiving
the successful payment information of the client from bank,
the merchant will send receipt confirmation to the client and
finish the payment.

II. ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL ONLINE PAYMENT FLOW
A. Construct an online payment simulation platform
In order to show more clearly the SSL execution
flow in online payment, a basic online payment operation
model is designed. InFig.1 e-commerce website is published
at WWW server end (Install Windows Server 2003) and the
“Certificate Authority” module is installed in another server
to simulate a certificate authority (CA) as shown in Fig.1.
Meanwhile the module of “Safety Communication” in
“Catalog Safety” service is configured for the WWW server.
That means WWW server applies for safety authentication at
CA and then award certificate to WWW server, and after
installation of the certificate WWW server may provide SSL
safety certificate service and thus construct a SSL
protocol-based online payment environment.
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B. Analysis of SSL protocol flow by capture package
SSL protocol is situated between TCP/IP protocol and
application protocol in two layers. The upper layer in TCP is
SSL recording protocol which provides basic functions like
data encapsulation, compressing, encryption and others;
another is SSL handshake protocol which is to carry out
identity authentication for both sides of communication,
negotiation of encryption algorithm and exchange of secret
key before data transmission.
At this moment the merchant’s WWW server may be
visited through WWW browser at the client’s end. SSL
protocol is involved in information exchange and Wireshark
may be installed at WWW server for packet capturing in
communication. Data interaction is shown in Fig.3. After
data package filter operation, data no. 1 will be sent from the
client’s end (192.168.0.100) to the server’s end
(128.153.4.66) by SSL protocol， and the report structure is
shown as follows after selection.
It can be shown that the client’s end sends Client Hello
information to the server’s end including client-supported
encryption algorithm, random number, version number,
dialogue ID, acceptable Cipher Spec and compression
method, etc. The chosen box in Fig.3 shows the key
information structure during SSL operation.

Figure 4. SSL handshake protocol flow

III.

SSL PROTOCOL IMPROVEMENT IDEAS

To sum up, since SSL provides no digital signature for
application layer, transaction non-repudiation and identity
authentication is not provided. It can be improved in the
following ways:
At first add a flag in the data of Client Hello and Server
Hello in SSL handshake protocol to show whether the
opposite side is necessary to carry out digital signature for
the information； meanwhile also add a flag in recording
protocol with the value consistent with the flag of Client
Hello and Server Hello with the structure shown in Fig.5;
and then modify Certificate Request at server end and Client
Certificate at client’s end, when there is digital signature
demand, Certificate Request at server end is compulsory,
after the client’s end receives Certificate Request from the
server, if there is related certificate, it will send a Client
Certificate to the server, and after verification the server will
continue the communication; otherwise it will send no
Certificate to the server, since the server asks for digital
signature, the server will declare the handshake fails.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. SSL protocol capture package

The handshake protocol interaction process between SSL
protocol client and the server shown in the captured record is
shown in Fig.4.
Judging from the handshake process of SSL protocol, it
only provides identification for browser and server rather
than identity authentication for clients and merchants.
Therefore once the two parties propose objection after
transaction, SSL protocol cannot provide complete
non-repudiation function and there exists defect of identity
authentication [4].

Figure 5. Improved SSL recording format

When SSL records data sent by the protocol from the
upper layer, first check the flag. If the flag is 1, divide the
data into segments, and get MAC after calculating, and add
MAC to the end of data slot. Encrypt MAC with private key
to form digital signature to replace the MAC before
encryption and put it at the end of data slot, and then encrypt
the whole data slot (including data segments and encrypted
MAC) with encryption algorithm to form encrypted load and
add record head information [2]. Finally data will be sent by
TCP linkage as shown in Fig.6. If flag is 0, carry out data
transmission in traditional manner.
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As shown in
i Fig.8, in thhe simulated period,
p
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IV.

ONLINE PAYMEENT FLOW BASSED ON IMPRO
OVED
SSL PROTOCOL

(b)
Figure 8. Contrrast of server resoource occupying time
t
of two kindss of
prootocols

The improoved SSL prottocol online payment flow mainly
m
improves stepp 3 of traditioonal flow: thee browser at client’s
c
end pops upp prompt to establish a new
n
page of safety
connection wiith bank serveer. When the client
c
end is gooing to
link with bankk server, SSL
L protocol mecchanism is invvolved.
The client endd will negotiaate with bank as
a to whether digital
signature is necessary annd the client will automaatically
verify the diggital certificatee of bank servver while the server
will select whether
w
to verify the digittal signature of the
client’s end according
a
to tthe negotiation
n. If the negootiation
asks for diggital signaturee, bank will verify the digital
certificate off the data and
a
after verrification [5], SSL
handshake prrotocol is com
mpleted and a safety channnel is
established beetween the twoo sides as show
wn in Fig.7.

Fig.9 show
ws during the simulated peeriod, for thee two
prrotocols, alongg with the incrrease of users, the responsee time
foor online paym
ment events also
a
increases gradually wiithout
biig fluctuationn and the eveent response time for thee two
prrotocols stays roughly the saame.

V. ONLLINE PAYMENTT SIMULATION
N TEST BASED ON
IMPROV
VED PROTOCOL
L

(a)

LoadRunnner is a tooll developed by HP whicch can
simulate manny users, carryy out concurrrence load reaal-time
performance supervision
s
too predict systeem action as well
w as
evaluate systeem performancce.
A Online paayment system
A.
m response tesst under two
protocolss
The simuulation is dessigned as 1000 Vuser visitt Web
server sites through
t
SSL encrypted linkage. Visito
ors are
increased in a gradual maanner, i.e. twoo users are innitiated
a
when vissiting stops visitors
v
are reeduced
every 15s, and
gradually, i.e.. 5 users everyy 30s so as to simulate the visiting
v
mode of real users
u
to the grreatest extent.

(b)
Figure 9. Contrrast of response tiime of two kinds of protocol serveers

The simulaation proves that the imprroved SSL online
o
paayment modee, since only a CA authenttication proceess is
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added in the added
a
digital signature, littlle effect is maade for
system resourrce and system
m event respo
onse and thus proves
that the impro
oved protocol has not damaaged user expeerience
with good opeerability whilee improved saffety.

gital signaturee, middle attaack becomes more
fuunction of dig
diifficult, thus under
u
the impproved protoco
ol, “the failurre” of
usser’s visit to the serve deccreases 28 thaan the original one
w
which
shows the improvedd SSL protoccol has effecttively
deecreased the effect of miiddle attack and realized user
id
dentity authenttication.

B Identity authentication
B.
a
n validity test under
u
two pro
otocols
Cain & Abel
A
networkk attack softw
ware is appllied to
simulate the middle atttack for SSL
L protocol. When
LoadRunner is used to reecord simulattion script atttack is
m
event treatment sccheme like normal
n
made and monitor
online paymeent between user and weebsite, as sho
own in
Fig.10.

VI.

CONCLUSION
N

The thesis proposes im
mprovement strategy for SSL
prrotocol-based online payment. Through simulation prroves
th
he feasibility of
o protocol im
mprovement. Th
herefore comp
pared
w traditionaal model, onliine payment flow
with
f
based on
n the
im
mproved proto
ocol can perfect bank’s iden
ntity authenticcation
foor the client in
n the interactioon between client and bank
k with
no
o effect for the interaction. Meanwhile diigital signature can
bee applied to
o identify thhe user so as
a to realizee the
no
on-repudiation
n of transactioon.
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